The Woven Way
A short course for working in
partnership with Life & Mother Earth

We’re inviting a small cohort of members from the
Fire Circle community for an extended journey of
connecting to and working with the wisdom of Earth
through business.
Over two months, you will have the opportunity to
connect with fellow purpose-driven pilgrims and
rediscover their own inner wisdom while starting up a
regenerative business or project.

"After a bushfire burns,
new shoots grow. The old is gone
and a new generation begins”
Elder Djapirri Mununggirritj

The journey will be grounded in the Yolgnu concept of
‘Yuta Bitpit’ and its applications to the regeneration of place,
business and oneself. Yuta Bitpit is a Yolngu First Nations
metaphor from Australia's north-east Arnhem Land which
means new growth and regeneration. Your guides for this
journey will include a team of Elders from Indigenous, Eastern
& Western traditions, who will support you to let go of that
which no longer serves and nurture new shoots during this
time of change and disruption.
The 7 modules that will make up this non-linear journey
include:
Coming together - connecting as a group, sensing into our
personal and collective intentions, exploring what it means
to create in partnership with life and Mother Earth
Burning - embracing the power of brokenness and letting
go of that which no longer serves us
Cultivating the soil - cultivating the inner condition and
accessing our own spiritual and cosmic wisdom
New shoots - deep listening and sensing into what wishes
to emerge through us
Nurturing - nurturing ourselves and ventures through
stories, practices, place and people
Healing - addressing breakdown, ‘dis-ease’ and challenges
in ourselves and in early-stage business and project
development
Harvesting - celebrating the fruits of our efforts and
learning from Indigenous seasonal cycles and how they can
inform approaches to circularity in business growth

Content

Weaving personal &
professional growth
The journey will have two streams that interweave:
1. Personal (Internal & Reflective) - Accessing and deepening
one’s own inner wisdom, cultivating one’s relationship with
Mother Earth and developing personal practices to support
this
2. Business (External & Active) - Creating a business or project
in partnership with the Earth and the creative life force
within us. Applying wisdom in a business setting such as in
culture, strategy and business impact models.

Inner & Outer Outcomes
Oneness: We are one and the separations between humans
and humans, humans and Nature are an illusion.
Being: “nothing is to be fixed” in living systems. When we are
in touch with the deepest part of ourselves, our own inner
wisdom, everything ‘fixes’ itself through our state of being.
Action: Working with the creative life force by developing a
regenerative business or project in partnership with life and
Mother Earth
Community: Strong relationships with purpose-driven
pilgrims and ongoing support for the group’s personal and
collective journeys.
Inter-Cultural Weaving: Drawing on and applying the
wisdom of Indigenous, Eastern and Western knowledge
traditions in culturally safe ways

onyx &
paisley

Overview
Seven 2-hour weekly gatherings online on the dates below.
Each session will have a mix of contemplative practice and
inquiry, connecting with others and shared reflection, and
dialogue with an Elder
September 2, 9, 16, 23 & 30th | October 7 & 11th, 2021
Time Zones: 10am UTC / 6am EDT / 12pm CEST / 11 am BST /
8pm AEST / 3:30pm IST
In between the sessions we invite participants to apply and put
into practice insights from the sessions. Additional
coaching/mentoring from the Elders or Fire Circle team will also
be available based on interest and capacity.

Cost
$750 USD
(Scholarship details available: hello@firecircle.earth) Similar to
our monthly Fire Circles, contributions will be distributed
between community regeneration project(s), remunerating our
Elders and Fire Circle operations.

Registration
We are limiting our first Woven Way cohort to 12 people.
Applications will be assessed on a rolling basis.
Register your interest by filling up this form before August 24th,
click here. We are happy to answer any queries at
hello@firecircle.earth

Three Elders will be sharing their
wisdom with us on this journey:

Elder Djapirri Mununggirritj
Yirrkala, North East Arnhem Land, Australia
She is deeply connected with the Earth & her ancient
culture. She has spent many decades serving her
community, reconciling relationships between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, sitting on
many Boards and advising the Australian
Government. She is eager to share her rich wisdom
with the business world as we re-imagine our future
and cultivate an economy that truly serves the wellbeing of All.

Elder Partho
Chandigarh, India
He works as an educator and leadership
development practitioner with businesses in applying
ancient Vedic wisdom in modern-day contexts. He
conducts retreats on Vedanta internationally and has
written many books and articles on the topic.

Elder Mac Macartney
Devon, England
He has been working with First Nations people from
over five countries during the last four decades. His
journey of tracing his own pre-Roman, British tribal
roots is an excellent example of how we can all find
deeper connections to our Earth. He brings a wealth
of knowledge and wisdom in bridging the western
and Indigenous worlds, including experience
consulting for prominent organisations like Unilever
and Procter & Gamble.

Learn more about our Elders here

Fire Circle team members will be your
hosts and guides on this journey:

Shruthi Vijayakumar
In Lorna’s words... “I met Shruthi when she was doing
her MBA with a focus on Social Entrepreneurship at
Said Business School (Oxford University). From the
moment I met her, I knew she was special. Shruthi
radiates peace and kindness and is a relentless pursuer
of truth. She values integrity and is humble and deeply
curious. She is a thoughtful and effective facilitator of
group activity.”
Lorna Davis

Read more about Shruthi's
professional experience here

In the words of Shruthi and Matt … “Some know Lorna
as the Global B Corp Ambassador or the former CEO
of Danone North America, but we see her a little
differently. We see Lorna as a pilgrim walking along a
path of transformation, a rare business leader who is
willing to question her patterns of thought. Hey, she
was open to being challenged at an online B Corp
event by a young Australian entrepreneur and has
wholeheartedly dived into the cascade of
conversations that have followed since. Lorna brings
much lightness, humility, wisdom and curiosity to all
she does. We’re hoping that other CEOs follow Lorna’s
lead.”

Read more about Lorna's
professional experience here

Expressions of interest
You might be a good fit for The Woven Way if:
You’ve been questioning your ‘learned’ Western ways of practising business and are
interested in learning from different cultural traditions of wisdom
You have a deep knowing that something wants to be created through you, but have
yet to manifest that into form
You want to cultivate, deepen or rediscover your own inner wisdom
You seek to be part of a community of purpose-driven pilgrims to see what alchemy
may be created together

